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O

n a bright Autumn day, September 22nd a Leadership Course was held when 11 Aberystwyth Ramblers spent a
lively and interesting day in Devil’s Bridge. The theoretical content of the course and refreshments were held at
the Hafod Hotel whereas the practical element was held out on the nearby hills starting and finishing at The Arch.

The Course
Leader was
Andy Cummings
of
‘Manzouku
Climbing
and Outdoor
Activities
based in the
Brecon
Beacons. Andy
spent the
morning
concentrating on
3 important
areas of any
planned
walk viz: Safety,
the
Environment and
the Quality
of the Experience.
He stressed
the need for
adequate
preparation –
especially
knowing the
route, doing
a recce close to
the date of
the walk, setting
the map
with a compass
during the
entire length of the walk as well as carrying the correct equipment. The equipment as well as the First Aid Kit should
include adequate spare clothing, adequate spare food and spare hats and gloves. For mountain walking he strongly
recommended the carrying of a small ‘bothy tent’ and survival bag. He also stressed the need for an accurate description
of the walk including the correct grading and length and the need for the Leader to be aware of the capabilities of all
members of the group walking. Keeping the walkers together was also stressed. (continued on page 2)

Betws-y-coed
heron
At the end of
the Sunday
walk on
October 13th,
arriving at
Betws y Coed,
avoiding
turning into
Cunninghams
and heading
straight over
the bridge for coffee. Firstly though peering over its parapet to see the river and waterfall in full flood and
spying on an outcrop of rock an ambitious heron, a fisherman supreme, trying his luck!! Not sure how
successful he will have been in the turbulent water but you have to admire his tenacity. Pat Sani.
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Continued from page 1– Leadership trainin course
Respect for the Environment was stressed and this
included being aware of weather conditions and any
likely changes in the weather. The Quality of the
Experience was also given importance – the walk
should be enjoyable for all including the Leader with the
experience being challenging or relaxing, depending on
the walk encouraging self-awareness as well as a more
grounded experience of connecting either with fellow
walkers or the environment.
After a sandwich lunch the afternoon was spent outside
on a 4 mile walk receiving practical instruction from
Andy including simple navigation and road safety.

It was an interesting and thought provoking day,
providing much information to absorb and think about
in relation to leading walks.
Here in Aberystwyth Ramblers we take the training and
support of our Leaders seriously and do all we can to
support them. At a recent Leader’s Meeting whilst
discussing the new winter Programme it was
recognised that a further meeting is needed for Leaders
and potential Leaders. Such a meeting is planned in the
New Year when all members will be made welcome.
Dwynwen Belsey.

As one of the members who went on this course I
echo Dwynwen’s thoughts about it. Haydn, editor.

SEA FLOOR ROCKS ON CADAIR IDRIS
If you ever walk up Cadair on the Minffordd path, near the summit you will see unusual rocks. It turns out they were
formed 3 – 4km down on the sea floor millions of years ago; but following movements of the earth’s crust, they are now
visible around 1km above sea level. When molten magma erupts under the sea floor, it cools and solidifies very rapidly

Masses of pillow lavas in outcrops north-west
of the main path

Outcrop of pillow lavas. The path is on the
right. Walking pole is the scale.

due to the heat energy needed as sea water is turned to steam. This results in piles of spheroidal Higher power view. The "tear
masses of rock called pillow lavas. There are large masses of these pillow lavas North-West of the drop" shape of the central
main path near the summit; and there is one large boulder composed of pillows right by the path. pillow is very typical
You can see the large masses in a line on the far hillside when you come over the stile around
grid reference SH711122. With binoculars, the piles of pillow lavas are clearly seen. Chris Simpson.

Walk and Talk
I have always loved the outdoors so thought I'd give hiking a try many years ago, and I'm so glad I did!
The values of walking with a group cannot be underrated. Some hikes are actually promoted as ‘walk and talk’
outings. Why talk perhaps is a question raised. Anyone who belongs to a rambling group and who has walked with
an untidy group of walkers through the hills, (my description more often untidy than not!) will note that talking is
one of the great pleasures of those involved. For some, the chatter is purely social, light-hearted, jolly; for others, the
discussion may be earnestly political, driven by individual opinions. Either way, the walkers carry a world of
conversation and ideas with them and yes there is a very good chance that they will not hear all of natures sounds or
note the birds above the track. However, intermittent openness to nature is always present. The values of walking
with a group cannot be underrated. The social aspect of a hike encompasses meeting folks and ending up as friends.
All hikers are present for their own reasons but united by common purpose. Lots of laughs have been mine and I’ve
finished many a walk in high spirits.. Mary Green. (the two meanings of rambling brought together, Haydn,
editor).
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FOOTPATH PROBLEM REPORTING SUCCESS
On a recent Ramblers Walk in the Ystradmeurig area
the leader informed the group that she had reported a
couple of broken stiles and other problems encountered
on the recce to the Council using their problem
reporting system and that by the time of the walk these
had been replaced by new self-closing gates.

Bill Green
Aberystwyth Ramblers Footpath Officer
Contact email: aberpaths@gmx.com

A Perfect Leader
Angela Plunkett Earle-we call her
Angie -is surely our best leader. Last
week she led us along Cwm Dyrys.
At the start I hardly had my boots on
before we were off and away, no
standing around with our Angie.
With Damien at the fore as usual, we
soon reached the Nant Mellte
footbridge. Unfortunately it had
been washed away a month back so
we clambered the stream bed rocks.
Quite funny really, Patricia slipped
into the water over her knees. I must
confess I myself felt an ankle twinge.
Angie is so caring. At a slippery
style she helped all 15 of us over.
After a while we caught up with
Damien. Admittedly it helped in

Members of the Group are reminded that they can help
to maintain rights of way by reporting problems
encountered on walks to the County Council using the
problem reporting system on their website:
http://www.ceredigion.gov.uk/resident/contact/probl
em-reporting/
IT WON’T HAPPEN TO US
After the Week-End away were all seem to enjoy all the walks
provided. The Royal Victoria Hotel, seemed to look after all needs.
Saturday 12th October 2019 – Walk 2 – NANT GWYNANT TO RHYD
Ddu via Yr ARAN.
On this mountain walk, unfortunately one of our ramblers slipped and
fractured her ankle. The weather conditions had deteriorated very
quickly, wet and cold, with no let up. After this it just shows that working
as a team, respecting the leader, you all got down the mountain with out
further
mishaps.
WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED.
a) Did you have the correct equipment.
b) Waterproof coat and over-trousers.
c) Warm Clothes
d) Packed Lunch
e) Water and possible hot drink.
f) Hat and Gloves.
Some of the experience ramblers have informed me that it would be
advisable to have spare dry clothing carried in a waterproof bag in your
ruck sack in these conditions.
Thanks to Llanberis Mountain Rescue Team and the Valley
Helicopter who assisted the injured rambler off the mountain.
Many thanks to them,
Roy Haynes.
Aberystwyth Ramblers Chairman

having to call him back to the correct
path.
Angie is a real democrat. When
the forecast drenching rain arrived
she asked for a show of hands as to
shortening the route. Damien put up
his hand to keep going on, then I,
then everyone, all followed one by
one by one. No weaklings we.
Angie is so fit. Damien batted on
as usual but she kept up with him as
we others trailed behind in distant
admiration. The weather eventually
cleared. So clear that Damien
suggested diverting to the
Brynhyfryd summit for the view.
Angie of course agreed, she is very
obliging.
Angie is a brilliant map reader.

When we got to the top Angie wasn’t
sure of the way down. Borrowing my
map and though tearing it in the
strong wind she said she had found a
descent. She was very ready to listen
and she asked us our advice.
Angie got us back to the car park,
wet, happily tired and finding dear
Damien waiting uncomplainingly for
his lift. Yes it was a mile or more
longer than expected, perhaps a B+
rather than a C, and I missed
“Strictly” that evening, but I will
certainly be walking again behind
Angie when my ankle feels better. I
will buy a new map too.
John Morgan.



A vigorous five-mile walk will do more good for an unhappy but otherwise healthy adult than all the medicine and
psychology in the world. - Paul Dudley White



Don't walk in front of me; I may not follow. Don't walk behind me; I may not lead. Just walk beside me and be my
friend. - Albert Camus Courtesy of Mary Green.
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No Cock and Bull story:
Since I adopted a footpath near
Cwmtydu a few years ago I felt I
should occasionally be putting
walks on the programme where I
use this path. The idea of adopting a
path is that you keep it clear of
brambles as much as possible and
see to it that the signs are in place so
it can be used by walkers without
any obstructions. The path I adopted
I had tried to walk when we had just
moved to Cwmtydu, but it was
rather overgrown and a lady who
walked by on the main road claimed
it had not been used for many years.
Then a neighbour led a walk for
New Quay walkers and to my
surprise he used the path.
But as I was suffering from a
trapped nerve in my back in the
summer of 2018 I could not
maintain it and asked the County
Council if they could check it out.
After doing so they came to see me
and told me that they had also
cleared another path south of the
stream that runs along the path. This
made using the adopted path on a
walk much easier as the other path

was the obvious return route.
The first time I tried it out a farmer
had put a cattle feeder behind a gate
which made that part of the path
annoyingly muddy, but not
impassible. So despite this I planned
a walk using both paths for our
recent summer programme. But
when I went to recce it again, there
was more than a feeder. In the field
where the feeder had stood there
were not just some 20 bullocks, but,
glaring across the gate, was the
biggest and most viscous looking
bull I had ever seen in my life! I am
not normally afraid of bulls. When
they are used to being outside in a
field they are usually quite docile,
despite their looks, but this one was
really something else!
So I went to see the farmer. The
look in his eyes when he opened the
door was not dissimilar to that of his
bull. When I asked him politely
whether he would mind making sure
the bull was in another field on the
day of my walk he answered: 'that
bull has always been there and that
bull will always be there!'
'Oh, well,' I thought, 'never mind.
There is an alternative route at the

The season of autumn is probably my favourite as the heat and fervour of
settles down to a cooler and calmer climate. This is how it was as 11 of us from
Ramblers set off on a 7.5 mile walk from Talybont (the Gwynedd one), led by
Guinness. The initial walk up the Afon Ysgethin, swollen by the seemingly
rain of October 2019, displayed some wonderful autumnal sights as we enjoyed
of clear sunny weather. There were acorns, beech nuts, sweet chestnuts and
photograph) which put me in mind of John Keat's poem, Ode to Autumn, the
which is well known and sums up autumn beautifully :

other side of my adopted path which
I can use on the day.'
The next day I walked to the village
to post a letter. On the way I passed
the neighbour who originally took
me and New Quay walkers along
my adopted path and before I could
tell him about the farmer and the
bull he said: 'Have you heard of the
footpath that is blocked by a bull?'
Obviously I thought he was talking
about the same path as the one I had
just given up, but he told me that
was not the one he meant. A farmer
had bought a field just north of my
adopted path. This field had a fairly
well used public footpath going
through it, but the farmer had
decided to discourage walkers from
using it by putting a bull on it. The
path in question happened to be the
alternative option I was thinking of
for the return route after using my
adopted path!
The conclusion of this story must
be: less meat consumption would
not only be good for the planet, it
might also open up some now
blocked public footpaths!
Wyck Gerson Lohman

summer
Aberystwyth
Isobelle Mc
incessant
the window
holly (see
first verse of

Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness,
Close bosom friend of the maturing sun;
Conspiring with him how to load and bless
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eaves run;
To bend with apples the mossed cottage trees,
And fill all fruit with ripeness to the core,
To swell the gourd, and plump the hazel shells
With a sweet kernel; to set budding more,
And still more, later flowers for the bees,
Until they think warm days will never cease,
For summer has o'er brimmed their clammy cells.
Walking then towards the Vaughan family mansion of Cors-y-gedol, Denise
noticed an oak
and hawthorn tree growing from the same trunk, which was a bizarre sight.
Cors-y-gedol
translates as Bog of Hospitality but it was hard to find anything hospitable
about the bog
we had to wade through next !
We carried on to the Dyffryn Ardudwy Neolithic burial chambers for a lunch
stop. These
burial chambers are thought to be from around 3,500 B.C. We were lucky to have the sun as we faced south against a wall (hence the
photograph). Dropping down to the coast, it was then a beach walk to pick up the coastal path back to Talybont (Gwynedd). Many thanks to
Isobelle for providing such a varied and enjoyable autumnal walk. William Johnson

